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Faurier’s Series.
1N reply to Mr. Love’s remarks in NATURE of October 13, I
wuuld say that in the Series
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to. re-vr. There is no “ curve ” in the prohiem. Curves occur
in the solution of the pmhiem, and there they occur by way
of illustration. There are two sorta 0f curves which occur. In

the ﬁrst place,>takihg (,5) (x) as the function to be expressed by
the sexies, andf{x) as the sum of the series, we have the curves

3/ 2:: (x) and yzftxh the graphs of the two functicns.

These

coincide tifhetever the
.s expresses the timetiun ; but, if the
function ﬁx) is one 'hich cannot he expressed by a Fourier’s
series for all values of x in the intervai, the curves: do not ca»
incide throughout the intervaiu in the secand piece, taking
fﬁx) as the sum of the ﬁrst 1: terms 0f the series, we have the
family of curves 3/ =f,,(x), the graphs of ﬁlter)- for different

sin m? is the East tetm ccnsxdeteii, 3: must be taken

values of 73. As 77 increases the gtaghs eff<x) andﬁ,(x) approach tn coincidence in the sense that.
any 1) rtz'cu/ar wine

smailer than rr/n in order to ﬁnd the values 0ij in the immediate

n" may then he specti‘ied such met f(ji" every '11 greater than n‘,
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vicinity of x = Q
If it is ihadmis ‘hie to, stop at “any convenient nth term,”
it‘ is quite as iiiogtca‘i to step at the equally “convenient”
vaiue w/n.
ALBERT A: MICHELSON,
The University of Chicago Ryei'son Physical Laboratory,

Chicago, December I.

I SHOULD like to arid a few wotds concerning the subject 0:”

Prof. Miehelson’s letter in NA'I‘URE of October 6. in the only
reply
I 7.
have
October
.g v which
,
V seen. (NATURE,
_
.1 "i E3), the point 01
View 0: Prof. Micaelson is hardly consmereu,
7L ‘L us write
\x} tor the sum 01’ the ﬁrst :1 {terms of the
series
sin x - :1- sin 2x + f; sin 3x
3; sin 41
816.

l snppme that there is no question coneetnihg the form of the

curve deﬁned by any equation of the form
y I:

zjnm‘).

Let us Cali such a cutve C,,. As n increases without limit,
the curve eppxoaehes a, limiting form, which may he thu
described. Let a, point move from the Origin in a straight line
at an angle of 45° with the axis at X to the point (7r, 7r), thence
verticaliy in a straigh iine t0 the point (7r, —7r}-, thence ohiiquely
in a straight line to the point {3 7r, 7r), 820. The broken line
thus described (continued indeﬁnitely forwards and backwards)
is the iimiting form of the curve as the number of terms

increases indeﬁnitely. That is, if any small distance 11’ be ﬁrst
speciﬁed, a number n’ may be then speciﬁed, Sizeh that for
evety value of n greater then 72’, the distance of any point
in CM from the broken line, and of any paint in the broken iitie
from C", Will be less than the speciﬁed distance a".

Bait this iimiting line is not the same as that expre
equation
aﬁtr).
J’ limit

ti by the

722%

The vertical portions 3f the broken line describeé above are

of st“ is taken‘ and any email d‘stance a’ is spec

,ti, 3. number

the d‘tferenee ot' the ordinates 0f the two curves is less than d.

But this is not the same thing as saying that the curves tend
to coincide geometricaiiy, and they do tint in fact lie near

each other in the heighbouthoed of : ﬁnite discontinuity 0f

(p(x}. It is usual to illustrate the tendency to discontinuity 0:.”
[(36) by noting the form of the curve y :fnt'x) for large vaiues

of 72, but the shape of this curve always iaiis to give an indi»
catiott of the sum of the series for the particular values of x for
which ¢(x) and f(x) are discontinuous. This is the case in

the exampie cited by Prof. VViilard Gibbs, where all particulat-

vaiues between ---1r and ‘H' are equaliy indicated by the curve
‘ ﬁltfx), but the sum of the series is precisely zero.
May I point out that there is some ambiguity in the expression “ the iim't'ag form of the curve” used by Prof.
Willard Gibbs? Ta ,, 2 his example, it is quite true that 73"
can be taken so great that, for every 3: greater than 92’, there is
a point of C” Within the given distance d of any point on the

broken line, but this statement is not quite compiete.

It is

aiso taut: that a number 72 Can be taken great enough to bring
the. point of Cu 021 (my a5.
zed ordinate within the given distance '2’ of its ultimate pmzlz‘on {m the broken lime? but it is
further essential to observe that :30 number u can be taken
great enough to bring 32/577 point of C71 within the given distance a7 of its ultimate position on the broken tine. The number
n which succeeds for any one mdinate always fails for some
other ordinate. Suppose, to ﬁx ideas: that we take 2. point on
(2,, for which 3.!
x, and x is neat'iy 7r, so that 1:- » x is less than
(y, and keeping 36 ﬁxed, Observe how 53 changes when :12 increages ;

it will be found that, for values of ﬁt very much greater than

72, the ordinate of Cm, far this 4: is very nearly 7.“, and we can
in 'fact take 72: great enough to make this ordinate lie between 7?
and 11a’. in words, the representative point, which begins by

nearly eeinciding with a point on a vertical part of the broken line:

creeps along the line, and. ends by ceiiieiding with a imim on the
oblique part at" the. broken line. T15 will he the case .0: every
value of 96, near 96 = 7r, With the single exception of the vaiue 7r.

wanting in the iocus xpressed by this equation, except the
points in which they intersect the. JXiS 01" X. The procees indieateri in. the last equation is ‘irtualiyto‘ consider the. inte :ec‘tions
of C7; 'ith ﬁxed vex’ticai transversa‘is, and seek the limiting
pcsitions when 75 is increased without limit, It s not surprising

Thus, in the passage :0 the limit, every paint near the verticai
part of the broken line meappears from the graph, except the

ing curve. If we should consider the intersections of C” with
hmizontai transversais, and seek the limits which they approach

different from the graph at the limit of the sump
In this; way the graph of the sum of the ﬁrst n terms fail" to

that this process does not give the vertical portions of the limit-

when n is increased indeﬁnitely, we sheuid obtain the vertical
portions 01' the limiting curve at; well as the oblique portions.
It sheuid he observed that if we take the equation

3’ :2 2 31(95):
and proceed to the limit for n 2 0e , we ti!) not necessarily get
5/ 2 O far as = 7r. 'We may get that ratio. by first setting 9:
and then passing to the limit. We may also get y
i, x
_
by ﬁrst setting 3/ z i, and then passing to the limit. New the
limit represented by the equation of the broken line described

above is net 21 special at partial limit relating solely to some
special methnd of passing to the iimit, but it is the cc-mpiete

iimit embracing ail sets of, values of x and 32 which can be
ehtained by any process of passing to the iimit.
New Haven, Conn, November 29.

J, WILLARD GISEES.

FOUREER’S series arises in the attempt to express, by an in-

finite settles of 351185 {and eusines) 0f multipies 01' x, a Junctieti

01 x which has given vaiues in an interval, say from x z ,— 7r
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poihte on the axis of x.

This peculiarity is always presented by

e sen
whose sum is discontinuous; in the neighbourhood of
the ( iseonﬁniiity the series dees not converge uniformly, or the

graph of the sum of the first n terms is aiweys appreciably

indicate the behaviour cf the function expressed by the limit of

this sum, and ‘we may iihistx‘ate the distinction between the two,
as Prnﬁ Vv'illard Gibbs does, by consigering the intersections of
the graph with iines paraiiei t0 the axis of x. Keeping} ﬁxed,
sayy
1, we may ﬁnd, in his exrmple, a number n, so that
there is a corresponding the us of x dithering from ?r by less than
d, and t} en, ailewmg 72 to increase indeﬁnitely, we shall get a
series of values of 36, having at as iimiting mine. But this limit»
ing value is not aiming)?“ in Pref. ‘Niiiatd Gibbs’s netatioti,
the equatimi 2f” (1) z I has a mot near to 1r when n is great,

and n can be taken so great that the mot differs {mm 7r by less
than any “ssigned fraction ; but the equation
limit

zfntx‘) :: I
?ZZGG

has no tea met. in fact Prof: 'Wiiiarri Gibhs’s “ limiting form
of the curve ” corresponds to iimits which are not attained ; but
the ilmitihg form in which the vertical portians oi the broken
line are Ieoiaeed
b'
the r mints where
the
cut
the aims, of‘ 3;
A
e
,t
x
V
.
corresgmnds t0 hunts which are eﬁectweiy attained. It 15 the
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